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1.0 Executive Summary
This report was prepared in response to a need for economic analysis and projections for
the La Loche area. The background data is based on current economic and demographic
data, interviews, and analysis. As well, a sector by sector review was undertaken regarding
existing and potential economic activity. Based on the feedback from stakeholders, a
community workshop, research, and interviews, the following report identifies economic
challenges and opportunities for the region.

1.1 – Demographic and Infrastructure Overview
La Loche and the region are marked by stark contrasts. The region is gifted with natural
resources, but lacking in opportunities for the residents La Loche and Clearwater River Dené
Nation (CRDN). Other contrasts include:





A growing youth population, but limited success with education outcomes
A growing labour force with limited employment opportunities
Significant regional resources with no current drivers of development
Challenges with market access because of the remote location, however, the location
has fostered strong culture and language retention
 Strong leadership with few options to create economic opportunities in the region
The community is currently faced with a lack of economic opportunity. The region is
marked by high unemployment (21%) and low labour force participation rates (28%).
However, the reality is that only 500 people are working out of a workforce of 2,300 people,
because there are only 500 jobs in the community. Re-training, programming, counselling
will not be impactful until there are more economic opportunities.
Moreover, the lack of economic opportunity diminishes interest in training and education
as there is little in the way of employment opportunities, trained or not. This is a real
challenge as most jobs or job training requires some basic level of literacy. As the economy
grows, training and education investments will have to be made to address these
challenges.
Labour force participation at an all-time low – Despite several employment training
initiatives in the region, the participation rate has actually dropped over the past ten years.
Participation rates for La Loche dropped 10% from 36.4% to 26.6% while CRDN dropped
from 37.6% to 30.8%. The core challenge appears to be the lack of employment
opportunities in the region, not training, although they both require focus.
The main driver of employment in the La Loche CRDN region is the health, education, and
government sector. The sector drives 60.7% of employment compared with only 28.3% for
the broader Saskatchewan economy. Where the region is lacking is on the side of private
sector employment. The private services sector (i.e. retail, wholesale, accommodation and
food services) comprises fewer than 20% of the employment in the community where it
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should comprise over 45% based on the provincial economy. For comparison, the broader
north’s private sector services employment level is at 29% indicating a much higher level of
private activity in other northern centres.
Regional infrastructure is a challenge to economic expansion – The lack of natural gas
access creates challenges in terms of operational cost competitiveness, which could
become a hindrance to becoming a service centre for the mineral sector. As well, the road
infrastructure does not support inter-provincial travel hampering tourism and industrial
support activities.

1.2 – Sector Analysis
Mineral exploration and investments have shifted to the La Loche area - The exploration
for and discovery of uranium has shifted from the east side of the province to the west side.
La Loche is the closest major community on the only corridor of access the recently
discovered uranium plays in the north. The only activity going on in the area remains at the
exploration phase. However, the level of investment indicates that these projects could
move to the construction phase in the near or mid-term.
This exploration has been driven by companies such as Purepoint, AREVA, UEX, Fission, and
NexGen. All of these companies remain in the exploration phase. However, companies
such as NexGen are moving into advanced stages and are looking to move forward to
design and construction.
From 2008 to 2017 there was 328.3 M pounds of measured and indicated uranium
resources found in the west side of the province which now comprises the vast majority of
unrecovered uranium resources in the province. This compares with 116.4M pounds newly
discovered on the east side. Of the new uranium discoveries since 2008, 74% have been
north of La Loche.
 75% of new uranium in Saskatchewan has been found north of La Loche in the
Patterson Lake region
 Two of the three large contiguous players (Fission and NexGen) are located on the
west side
 La Loche is well positioned to supply goods, services, and labour to new mineral
developments
While there is significant exploration in the area, the exploration phase of the mineral cycle
does not typically create large economic spin-offs regionally. The larger economic impacts
come in the construction and operations phase of the cycle.
Manufacturing and metal fabrication could be an opportunity - The north has a number of
disadvantages as a location for manufacturing activity. Two key challenges are distance
from markets and high energy costs. However, improvements to the region’s
transportation sector (such as an all-season road link to Fort McMurray) and lower energy
costs could result in opportunities to develop a manufacturing sector to service the mineral
sector.
There is limited existing tourism industry or infrastructure in the La Loche region. Tourism
is a major sector for the north, but not in the La Loche region. Given La Loche’s current
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product base and access to major markets, there are challenges in developing a tourismbased economy in the region. The highway is not a thoroughfare, there are no developed
attractions in the region, and hotel and restaurant amenities are not available locally. The
region only contains one provincial park (Clearwater River Provincial Park), which has
limited visitation. The outfitting industry in the region is small and under developed.
The major regional tourism opportunities revolve around an all-season road to Fort
McMurray – The development of an all-season road link between Fort McMurray and La
Loche would create a real development opportunity for cottage and recreation property
development. There would be considerably more interest in building hotels, restaurants
and service stations in a northwestern tourism corridor if the La Loche-Fort McMurray road
link were to be constructed. La Loche would be well positioned as the first community that
would be encountered when travelling east from Alberta.
Need for a tourism strategy – Tourism is not a passive industry, there would have to be a
concerted and strategic effort to develop and maintain a tourism economy. A tourism
strategy would be required to provide guidance for multiple phases of development and
looked at creating several revenues streams.
Alternative energy production - A key challenge for residents and businesses in La Loche is
power. The region is subject to frequent blackouts and rolling brownouts which pose issues
around competitiveness, and safety. The development of a power facility would create an
opportunity in terms of job creation and improved infrastructure.
Biomass and Achieving Community Objectives – Meeting the needs of local energy
development, creating local employment and meeting the needs of emergency power
requirements. Specifically:
 Waste Diversion and Feedstock – A biofuel project would utilize municipal waste,
diverting waste from landfill, community operations, and any waste from logging
operations in the region.
 Local Energy Production – Efficient production of electricity for community use. Circular
economy, local materials used with local labour, clearing burned areas for better
regrowth of new forest.
 Greenhouse Gas Reductions – Reduce greenhouse gas emissions with the use of
renewable energy in the region.
Food production for northern climates - Northern Saskatchewan is plagued by high food
prices, particularly for fresh produce. There are several options for food production in
northern climates. These can range from traditional greenhouses, vertical growing, to
integrated plant and fish systems.
Commercial fishing demand is growing regionally - Given the addition of the new Ile-A-LaCrosse grading and packing plant there is additional demand for fish product in the region.
The new fish plant will require a doubling of regional fish production to run at full capacity.
Given the increased demand for commercial fishing product, there is an opportunity for the
La Loche region to increase production. A fish collection and sorting depot could be
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established in La Loche. However, given the downturn in demand for fish over the past ten
years, commercial fishing in La Loche has declined. This means that the skills required to
fish commercially have not been passed down to new generations. Training would be
required to build capacity.
Forestry is unlikely as an economic driver - La Loche is located within the commercial
forest. However, the trees in the region are small and not as commercially viable as
southern trees. There are non-timber forest products that are economically viable,
however.
New cannabis sector could provide both retail and production opportunities – The
legalization of recreational cannabis will lead to the creation of a new multi-billion dollar
industry overnight. There will be opportunities for both private and public sector entities to
create employment and revenue.
The Saskatchewan Government has announced that the Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming
Authority (SLGA) will issue 60 cannabis retail permits. La Loche is one of the communities
being considered under this allocation of 60 licenses. There are two phases in the
attainment of one of the 60 licenses to dispense cannabis in the selected communities. The
first phase is eligibility and the second is a lottery.
The legalization of recreational marijuana use will create a significant demand for licensed
cannabis production. Licensed production is the jurisdiction of the Federal Government,
through Health Canada. A production facility would create between 25 and 30 direct jobs
as well as other spin-off jobs in the community. First Nations will have specific tax and duty
advantages that other major operators will not. This is important as producers will be
competing with major corporations such as Canopy and Aurora who will be mass producing
product for the market. Tax advantages will level the playing field with the major
producers.

1.3 – Strategic Priorities
Based on the feedback from stakeholders and the community workshop, research, and
interviews, the following strategic plan has been developed to move the identified projects
forward.
The community is currently faced with a lack of economic opportunity. The region is
marked by high unemployment (21%) and low labour force participation rates (28%).
However, the reality is that only 500 people are working out of a workforce of 2,300 people,
because there are only 500 jobs in the community. Re-training, programming, counselling
will not be impactful until there are more economic opportunities. As such, a major
economic shift must occur to reach adequate levels of employment in the region.
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There are two types of economic development projects proposed for La Loche and CRDN.
There are improvements to the regional economy that can be made to increase economic
activity. However, these changes would not bring about the type of shift required to bring
the community to dramatically increase the 28% labour force participation rate. The
second type of economic development stimuli are the transformative events. These events
would create the level of activity that could bring economic activity in line with the needs of
the community. The following outline those projects.
 Improving the Existing Economy – There are some opportunities to improve outcomes in
the existing economy. Energy production, waste management, food systems, hotel
development, commercial fishing, servicing mineral exploration, cannabis, and other
opportunities will create additional economic activity and grow the economy. While
these projects are less impactful than the transformative economic events listed below,
they are important as they build capacity and grow employment. However, growing the
existing economy will not lead to the level of job growth required to bring employment
levels to an acceptable level.
The community has the most control over making these economic projects a reality. As
such, focus must remain on undertaking the projects the community has control over
while preparing for transformative economic projects.
 Transformative Economic Events – Growing the regional economy involves projects that
will transform the regional economy and create new opportunities. A new mine in the
region or completion of the Garson Lake Road are opportunities that would create a
significant shift in the local economy and create local business and employment
opportunities. These events could, with the right planning, create the type of economic
expansion that would see the economy expand to support the level of employment
required for a community of La Loche’s size.
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2.0 Community Overview
2.1 – La Loche
History, Challenges, Opportunities
La Loche and the region are marked by stark contrasts. The region is gifted with natural
resources, but lacking in opportunities for the residents La Loche and Clearwater River Dené
Nation (CRDN). Other contrasts include:
 A growing youth population, but limited success with education outcomes
 A growing labour force with limited employment opportunities
 Significant regional resources with no current drivers of development
 Challenges with market access because of the remote location, however, the location
has fostered strong culture and language retention
 While there is strong leadership there are few options to create economic opportunities
in the region

2.2 – Population Trends
The combined population of La Loche and CRDN has been growing steadily since 1986 from
2,000 residents to 3,200. The population growth shifted slightly in the 2016 Census
showing a population decrease in the La Loche region. The Census methodology has been
challenged as the community did not observe the typical signs of population
loss and there remains a housing shortage despite several new builds. Regardless, the
growth over the past 30 years has been substantial.

Regional Population Growth
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The following table shows the relative growth rates over the same period for sampled
populations. While La Loche has had population growth only slightly higher than the
average population growth for northern Saskatchewan, CRDN had experienced extremely
high population growth.

Comparative Population Growth
Rates – 1986 – 2016
Geography
Saskatchewan
North
La Loche
CRDN
La Loche/CRDN

Growth
10.9%
19.2%
20.7%
79.5%
31.8%

Statistics Canada Census Data – 1986-2016

The median age in the La Loche CRDN region is much lower compared to Saskatchewan and
somewhat lower compared with the broader north.

Median Age – 2016
40
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20
10
0
La Loche

Clearwater

North

Sask

The youthfulness of the population is a significant advantage. While much of North
America is facing challenges around an aging workforce, La Loche, CRDN, and the broader
north have a much younger population and a growing working age population.

Regional Age Distribution – 2016
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La Loche has a large Métis population comprising just over 50% of the population and
46.1% First Nations. The vast majority of CRDN residents identify as First Nations.
Language and culture have remained strong in the region with a very high level of Dené
language speakers. While this remains a positive aspect of the community, safeguards and
programming must be in place to ensure this strength is maintained over the long term,
particularly as economic activities such as mining and tourism become more of a focus in
the region.

Aboriginal Identity – 2016
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Non-Aboriginal

3.8%

1.8%

13.1%

83.9%

Métis

50.1%

3.6%

17.5%

5.4%

First Nations

46.1%

94.5%

69.4%

10.7%

While the average number of people per household has dropped slightly in La Loche, CRDN,
and the broader north, the people per household went up in the remainder of the province.
There has been some success with providing housing options in the north, however, many
more housing units will have to enter the market before the north comes close to reaching
the provincial average for household size.

2006-2016 – Comparison People Per
Household
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2.3 – Education and Employment
Education levels in La Loche and CRDN pose a particular challenge. Human Resources and Skills
Development Canada estimates that 70% of new jobs will require a post-secondary education.
Moving on to post-secondary education requires a Grade 12 education in the majority of
instances. This remains true for industrial positions, such as mining.

Comparative Education Rates – 2016
100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Postsecondary certificate,
diploma or degree
High school diploma or
equivalent
No certificate, diploma or
degree

Labour force statistics for La Loche and CRDN do not indicate there has been much success
in terms of stimulating and supporting economic activity. For the region there are
635 working-age people in the labour force compared with 1,665 who are not working or
looking for work. The root cause of the lack of labour force engagement is lack of economic
opportunity. There are only so many employment opportunities in the region. The mismatch
in terms of education and skills makes it even more challenging.

2016 La Loche and CRDN Labour Force Statistics
Labour Force Status

La
Loche

CRDN

CRDN/
La Loche

North

Saskatchewan

In the labour force

470

165

635

11,585

562,310

Employed

365

125

490

9,520

529,100

Unemployed

105

40

145

2,070

33,210

Not in the labour force

1,295

370

1,665

13,205

250,190

Participation rate

26.6%

30.8%

27.5%

46.7%

69.2%

Employment rate

20.6%

23.4%

21.3%

38.4%

65.1%

Unemployment rate

22.3%

24.2%

22.8%

17.9%

5.9%
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When the participation rate1 is broken out specifically, the drastic difference between the
La Loche and CRDN and the remainder of the province becomes more apparent. For the La
Loche and CRDN region, the percentage of people working or looking for work is 28%
compared with 69% for the remainder of the province.

Comparative Labour Force
Participation Rates – 2016
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
La Loche

Clearwater
Dene

Clearwater/La
Loche

North

Saskatchewan

Despite several employment training initiatives in the region, the participation rate has
actually dropped over the past ten years. Existing programming has not had the desired
impact on employment levels in the area. Participation rates for La Loche dropped 10%
from 36.4% to 26.6% while CRDN dropped from 37.6% to 30.8%. The core challenge
appears to be the lack of employment opportunities in the region, not training, although
they both require focus.

Labour Force Participation Rate – 2016
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
2006

2016
La Loche

1

2006

2016
CDFN

Refers to the number of people who are either employed or are actively looking for work.
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2.4 – Employment Drivers
The main driver of employment in the La Loche CRDN region is the health, education, and
government sector. The sector drives 60.7% of employment compared with only 28.3% for
the broader Saskatchewan economy. Where the region is lacking is on the side of private
sector employment. The private services sector (i.e. retail, wholesale, accommodation and
food services) comprises fewer than 20% of the employment in the community where it
should comprise over 45% based on the provincial economy. For comparison, the broader
north’s private sector services employment level is at 29% indicating a much higher level of
private activity in other northern centres.

Employment by Sector – 2016
120.0%
100.0%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%

Health, education,
government
Mining, forestry,
construction,
manufacturing
Private sector services

The private goods producing sector (mining, forestry, construction, and manufacturing) has
average employment driven by strong employment in mining and construction. While this
sector is performing at a decent level, there remains potential for significant growth,
particularly in the mineral sector. Regional uranium exploration will eventually lead to
construction and extraction operations which will require significantly more labour from the
region.
It is also helpful to compare La Loche to other specific northern communities. The town of
La Ronge has a similar sized population to that of La Loche but has a much larger economic
base. While both are northern Saskatchewan communities, La Ronge is located south of
operating mine sites. La Ronge is also on a major corridor that connects to northern
communities and businesses. This has supported La Ronge becoming a regional hub for
education and health services. La Loche has three times the unemployment levels of La
Ronge and less than half the labour force participation rate. The following table details the
stark contrast between the communities.
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Economic Overview – La Loche vs. La Ronge
2016 Employment Levels

Total – Population aged 15 years and over by Labour force status
In the labour force
Employed
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation and warehousing
Information and cultural industries
Finance and insurance
Real estate and rental and leasing
Professional, scientific and technical services
Management of companies and enterprises
Administrative and support, waste management and remediation
services
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment and recreation
Accommodation and food services
Other services (except public administration)
Public administration
Participation rate
Employment rate
Unemployment rate

La Ronge
Town
1,940
1,395
1,295
10
120
15
65
10
25
145
80
25
25
10
25
0

La Loche/
CRDN
2,305
635
490
10
40
0
25
0
0
45
15
0
0
0
0
0

25

10

215
240
10
135
50
150
71.9%
66.8%
7.2%

100
60
10
10
0
75
27.5%
21.3%
22.8%
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2.5 – Operating Businesses
The following compares the number of businesses2 operating in three comparable
communities. Operating corporations are the drivers of employment in regions. It is
important to analyze which businesses are present, and which are not. It is also important
to compare the business profile with other communities. Below the business profile for the
La Loche and CRDN region is compared to that of a similar sized community in southern
Saskatchewan (Tisdale) and La Ronge in the north, which is roughly twice the size of
La Loche.
Tisdale was chosen for comparison because it does not have a significant trading area and is
not on a highway with significant traffic. La Ronge was also added to provide a comparison
to a northern community with a highway that has thoroughfare and proximity to an
operating mine. La Ronge provides an idea of the level of economic activity that could be
achieved in the La Loche CRDN area.

Comparative Business Counts – 2016
Population
Private sector services
Mining, forestry,
construction, manufacturing
Health, education,
government
Total businesses
Population per business

Tisdale
3,235
156
55

La Loche/CRDN
3,194
17
2

La Ronge Region
6,416
90
18

30

4

17

241
13.42

23
138.87

125
51.33

2016 Statistics Canada Business Counts

In all the above sectors La Loche and CRDN fare poorly with respect to business activity.
Even if the population difference between La Loche/CRDN and La Ronge is accounted for,
there remains a significant shortage of business activity.
The following demonstrates the businesses by size in the selected communities. When the
size of businesses in La Loche and CRDN are compared, the profile remains similar with
there being much fewer businesses of all sizes relative to other communities.

Operating Businesses in Each Community by Size – 2016
Small
15
216
91

La Loche/CRDN
Tisdale
La Ronge

Medium Large
8
0
25
0
31
3

Total
23
241
125

Small = 1-19, Medium = 20-199, Large = 200+
2016 Statistics Canada Business Counts

2

A business operating with employees and doing over $30k in business.
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The following table breaks out the detailed business counts by sector. The following are the
notable business shortages in the community:
 There is only one mining-related company in the La Loche CRDN region; this would
expand if there were a uranium mine located in the western side of the province.
 There are no utility companies in the region; this could be an opportunity to create local
jobs and activity.
 There is only one construction company in the community, which is an indication of the
level of growth that is taking place.
 There are no manufacturing businesses (including food processing) in the region, a key
driver of economic activity in the broader province.
 Retail trade is the strongest sector.
 There are no information or cultural businesses operating in the region indicating two
things. First, there is little in the way of technology companies in the area. Second,
despite the strong cultural component in the community, there is little in the way of
cultural-related businesses.
 There are no arts, entertainment, or recreational businesses indicating a lack of
opportunity for community engagement or leisure activities.
 There is only one accommodation and food services business. By comparison, La Ronge
has 17 such businesses. There is an obvious opportunity for additional businesses to
support the tourism economy.

Detailed Business Counts – 2016
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation and warehousing
Information and cultural industries
Finance and insurance
Real estate and rental and leasing
Professional, scientific and technical services
Management of companies and enterprises
Administrative and support, waste
management and remediation services
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment and recreation
Accommodation and food services
Other services (except public administration)
Public administration

Tisdale
17
3
1
27
8
20
42
13
3
9
5
14
1
3

La Ronge Region
0
3
0
14
1
6
25
11
3
5
4
2
0
3

La Loche/CRDN
0
1
0
1
0
0
11
1
0
1
1
0
0
2

1
23
3
13
30
5

3
9
2
17
12
5

0
2
0
1
0
2

Statistics Canada Business Counts 2016
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2.6 – Regional Infrastructure
To properly position the opportunities in the region, an economic outlook needs to be
developed for key sectors.

2.6.1 – Roads
There are three highways in the region, however, there is little thoroughfare. The regional
highways are 155, 955, and 956. The following map shows the highways.

Highway 155 – Highway 155 is the only access La Loche has to the southern portion of the
province. The highway is classified as a secondary highway that allows primary weights
with a spring road restriction.
Highway 955 – Going north from La Loche is Highway 955. The highway is approximately
245 kilometres (152 miles) long and is almost entirely unpaved. There are no services (such
as gas stations) at the northern turn-around point. Drivers using the route need to carry
extra fuel and other supplies, including spare tires because of the sharp gravel used on the
road. Primary weights are allowed on the majority of the highway with some restrictions
near the northern terminus.
Highway 956 – Highway 956 is a winter road that leads into Alberta near Fort McMurray.
The road is only usable in winter as there is no bridge over the Christina River in Alberta.
Freeze-over is required to make the road passible.
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There has been much discussion around turning the road into an all-weather road. In 2005,
Alberta and Saskatchewan struck an agreement to turn the road into an
all-weather highway. The estimated cost at the time was $45M, however, road
construction inflation has driven up prices significantly since then. The majority of the
$45M was allocated to the construction of the Christina River Bridge, the cost to complete
the Saskatchewan portion was estimated at $5M. With the inflation in road construction
the costs would have risen substantially. For instance, using national inflation on road
construction the price would have risen from $45M to $75M in 2018.

2.6.2 – Landfill
The regional landfill is located on the Clearwater River Dené Nation. Recently the provincial
government has been exploring additional investments into the facility. There is also an
opportunity to open up the facility to include regional waste as well as looking at waste to
power generation facilities.

2.6.3 – Power
SaskPower is the regional power provider. There is no natural gas supply to the region. As
such, there is a heavy reliance on power. The power supply is prone to community-wide
blackouts and brownouts. The distance is also a factor as there is substantial power loss in
the lines servicing the region. As part of this report regional power generation projects are
being explored.

2.6.4 – Natural Gas Energy
There is no natural gas supply to La Loche. This has a significant impact on costs and
competitiveness. The community relies on shipping fuel by truck and electricity to heat the
community.
The nearest SaskEnergy transmission lines are 300 km south in the Meadow Lake Region.
The northern most transmission lines are to La Ronge. The nearest natural gas transmission
lines to La Loche are actually in Alberta. The Kinosis/Anzac region along Highway 881 in
Alberta has a transmission line that is approximately 75 km from La Loche. As such, there
appears to be no business case to build natural gas pipelines to La Loche from the
Saskatchewan grid. However, there could be a business case to bring natural gas from the
Alberta grid.
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3.0 Sector Overview for La Loche
The following provides an overview of the key sectors in the La Loche region.

3.1 – Mineral Industry – Uranium
The exploration for and discovery of uranium has shifted from the east side of the province to
the west side. La Loche is the closest major community on the only corridor of access the
recently discovered uranium plays in the north. The only activity going on in the area remains
at the exploration phase. However, the level of investment indicates that these projects could
move to the construction phase in the near or mid-term.
While there is significant exploration in the area, the exploration phase of the mineral cycle
does not typically create large economic spin-offs regionally. The larger economic impacts
come in the construction and operations phase of the cycle. This section outlines the impacts
by phase and the regulatory environment that governs those phases.
Despite Cameco’s recent mine closures, the long term economic outlook for uranium looks
positive. The level of exploration expenditures reinforces the industry’s positive outlook.
Based on the level of expenditure, it would be likely that Saskatchewan’s next uranium mine
will be located north of La Loche.

3.1.1 – Impacts by Phase
It is important to understand the different impacts associated with the various phases of the
mineral cycle. The impacts to the regional economy vary greatly based on the level and type of
activity occurring. The following outlines the four phases of the mineral cycle.

Exploration

Development

Operations

Closure

• 7-10 years
• Mineral Resource
Assessment
• Mineral
Exploration
• Deposit Appraisal
• Regulatory
• Mineral
Disposition

• 5-10 years
• Infrastructure
• Construction
• Labour Force
• Waste
Management
• Surface Lease
Agreement

• 2-20 years
• Production
• Maintenance
• Marketing
• Training
• Continued
Exploration

• 2-10 years
• Compliance
• Removal of
Equipmnet
• Reclamation
• Ongoing Testing
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Phase 1 – Mineral Exploration (7-10 years)
Currently, only mineral exploration is occurring in the region. This involves a specific set of
skills and creates employment in specialized areas such as drilling, geology, and
engineering. Aside from the drilling program, much of the activity and expenditures occur
off-site. The following is a breakdown of the filed expenditure for exploration in northern
Saskatchewan. Of the $119M spent, nearly half was on drilling. The next largest
expenditure was on engineering, economic and feasibility analysis, which would occur
off-site. The only other major field of expenditure that would be directed towards the
region would be line-cutting.

Exploration Expenditure Profile for
Saskatchewan and Northern Saskatchewan
Drilling (Surface and Underground)
Geochemistry and Geology
Geophysics
Rock Work
Other Field Costs
Engineering, Economic and Feasibility Studies
Line Cutting and Head Office
Environment
Land Access
Grand Total

Percentage
46.2%
6.1%
10.3%
0.9%
3.6%
17.9%
9.7%
5.0%
0.2%
100.0%

Northern SK
($ Millions)
55,015
7,325
12,239
1,085
4,297
21,339
11,601
6,016
284
119,200

Source: Based on Natural Resources Canada and the Saskatchewan Exploration and
Development Highlights, 2011.

Mineral Disposition Agreement – The governing permit for exploration is called the mineral
disposition agreement. For exploration there is not the expectation to meet the direct
employment and economic commitments that are standard within a Surface Lease
Agreement (the permit for mineral extraction). This agreement does not have stipulation
regarding social impacts, but does have some guidelines that suggest best practices around
the social and economic impacts on the region. As such, the reporting environment for
exploration companies is much different than that of a developing or operating mine.
However, there remains a substantial level of exploration activity in the province. The
following outlines the key activities of the exploration phase.
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Key Activities in the Exploration Phase
Exploration consists of three stages. The following outlines the activities at each stage.
Stage 1 –
Preliminary
Analysis

In the preliminary stage of exploration, large areas are evaluated by airborne surveys or
geological surveys of the Earth’s surface. From large maps and data, specific areas are
singled out for more detailed study on the ground. Studies may involve land-clearing and
mineral-sampling by prospectors and geologists.
If valuable mineral potential is anticipated, a “claim” is staked, which is often then sold (or
optioned) to a larger mining company for further evaluation and exploration.

Stage 2 –
Exploration
Detailed
Analysis

The second stage of exploration is Detailed Analysis of a specific area. This often involves
detailed mineral sampling, ground and geological surveys, mapping to determine the size
and shape of the mineral deposit, drilling (often at great depths) for more samples, and
environmental studies. Field camps can be established at either stage of exploration, but
tend to become larger and involve more people and equipment as exploration progresses.
The following is a budget for typical field exploration work that would be involved with this
phase. The bulk of the field work would be completed in this phase. Drilling is the most
significant expense. Items such as the camp costs run around 1% to 2% of the total project
cost. It should be noted that the labour demand mostly skilled labour. The only general
labour would be required in the services.

Stage 3 –
Mineral
Deposit
Appraisal

This stage involves analysis of market, prices, product development, and financial studies as
well as environmental, economic, financial, and socio-political risk analysis. This is used to
develop prefeasibility and complete cost-benefit reports.

Annual Budget for Typical Field Exploration Work
Staff Costs and Salaries
$ 294,000
 1 senior geologist – 8 months @$12,000 per month = $96,000
 3 geologists – 3 months @ $12,000 = $108,000
 2 technicians – 3 months @$9,000 = $ 54,000
 2 prospectors – 2 months @$9,000 = $ 36,000
Transportation – Truck
$ 6,000
Lodging/Board: Camp Costs – 8 men @$105 per day for 60 days
$ 50,400
Linecutting: 40 km @$750/km
$ 30,000
Geophysics: IP/Mag 55 km@$3,000/km
$ 165,000
Drilling: 6,000 m @$400/m
$ 2,400,000
Helicopter: 300 hours @$1,800/hour
$ 540,000
Geochem Analysis: 1,000 samples @$50/sample
$ 50,000
Field Supplies and Equipment
$ 10,000
Communications and Freight
$ 10,000
Resource Estimate
$ 47,000
Total
$3,308,400.00
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Phase 2 – Developments (5-10 years)
Surface Lease Agreement
Mining companies who are moving to a mine development stage must have a Surface Lease
Agreement with the Province to begin construction. This Agreement sets the terms of the
construction, operation, and closure of the mine. The company must also outline the
policies they currently have in place to meet the employment and economic commitments
that are standard within a mining company’s Surface Lease Agreement, and their progress
in working towards these goals.
These commitments are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Employment and job forecasting
Education and training
Business participation and opportunity forecasting
Compensation for income loss to any prior leaseholders

In addition, uranium mining company leases include:
5.
6.
7.
8.

Employee on-site services, promoting a supportive workplace
Education promotion to encourage students to stay in school
Community vitality monitoring
Promotion of public involvement

These commitments are reported annually within the Human Resource Development Plan
which is submitted to the Saskatchewan Government and for inclusion in the Business
Participation Report and the Business Opportunity Forecast.

Key Activities in Mine Development
Evaluation

Mine development starts with advanced exploration and the Evaluation of the
mine’s potential by geologists, mining engineers and metallurgists. This stage
involves even more detailed drilling and the removal of bulk samples, which
requires heavy equipment and access roads. Processing tests are conducted to
evaluate mineral quality and quantity. Financial and mineral market studies are
conducted to determine the mine’s economic potential. Environmental
assessments are undertaken and “pre-feasibility” studies completed. The final
step in the Evaluation phase is a decision on whether or not a mining company
will go ahead with full-scale mine development.

Mine
Planning

If the answer is yes, mine planning begins. In order to proceed, a mining
company must ensure sufficient resources are available to develop the mine.
Securing sufficient capital is essential as mine development is a very expensive
proposition. At this time, the necessary permits and agreements with
governments are negotiated as well as sales deals with prospective clients. The
mine and associated buildings are designed and further feasibility studies are
completed. Mine closure and reclamation plans are prepared.

Construction The Construction of the mine and its associated buildings is undertaken next, as
well as infrastructure construction including roads, bridges, airports, etc.
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Phase 3 – Operations (2-20 years)
Mine Operation involves the recruitment, hiring and training of a wide range of personnel.
Marketing and sales activities include client establishment and servicing. In the mine itself,
production involves the extraction of ore, separation of minerals, disposal of waste, and
shipment of ore/minerals. If a mine expands during its life, additional sampling, drilling,
planning and mapping is required.
In terms of procurement, the level of services procured in the north is much greater than
the level of goods. Goods for mineral extraction are highly specialized. It is challenging for
northern retailers to stock these specialized items. Only 15% of goods procured by mines
are procured in the north, compared with 52% of services. Service related companies have
a much higher success rate in terms of entering the value chain. The following table shows
the expenditures for northern Saskatchewan mineral companies.

% Goods Procured in the North
Subtotal Goods
Heating/Cooling Systems
Computer Supplies
Medical & Safety
Processing, Instrumentation, Electrical
Utilities
Pumps, Compressors, Plumbing
Mobile Equipment
Lab Supplies
Reagents & Chemicals
Office Supplies
Raw Materials
Maintenance Supplies
Shop Equipment, Welding Supplies
Mining Equipment, Explosives
Lubes, Oils, Solvents and Filters
Fuels
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Northern Expenditures Forecast Made by Mines by Northern Capture and Total Northern Spend 2011

The following table outlines the types of services procured by Saskatchewan mining
companies and the percentage that are supplied by northern companies. Flights,
contractors, transportation, consultants, and construction contractors make up the most
utilized northern services.
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% Services Procured in the North
Subtotal Services
Exploration Drilling
Business Services: Legal & Audits
Fees, Dues and Memberships
Exploration Services - Line Cutting,…
Computer, Telephones, Advertising
Rentals/Vehicle Leases
Consulting - Environmental, Sampling,…
Contractor - Construction/ Development
Contractor - Maintenance/Service
Contractor/Consultant - Professional
Business Travel/Meals
Freighting/Expediting
Flights - Charter and Northern
Contractor - Mining
Camp Catering, Security, Janitorial
Flights - Mainline
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Northern Expenditures Forecast Made by Mines by Northern Capture and Total Northern Spend 2011

Phase 4 – Mine Closure (2-20 years)
Mine closure involves years of remediation and subsequent monitoring. Much of the
remediation and long-term monitoring is done by specialized companies and people. There
is likely not sufficient demand in the north to have a dedicated company offering these
services alone. However, the reclamation of the land itself involves demolition, forestation,
and debris removal. These services that could be provided by general contractors. While
there is not nearly the level of procurement or employment as associated with the other
stages of the value chain, there are opportunities.
The closure of Cluff Lake has been going on for years. This phase of the mineral cycle will
create some employment and contracting opportunities. However, as the community has
experienced. The level of engagement is minimal.
3.1.2 – Regional Mineral Development
In 2008, the total measured and indicated uranium in northern Saskatchewan was 149.9M
pounds. However, since 2008 the vast majority of the new uranium discoveries have been
on the west side of the province. From 2008 to 2017 there was 328.3 M pounds of
measured and indicated uranium resources found in the west side of the province which
now comprises the vast majority of unrecovered uranium resources in the province. This
compares with 116.4 M pounds newly discovered on the east side. Of the new uranium
discoveries since 2008 74% have been north of La Loche.
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Athabasca Basin Measured and Indicated
(M lb U3O8)

West Total
East Total
Total

2008

2017

0.0
149.9
149.9

328.3
266.3
594.6

New Uranium
Since 2008
328.3
116.4
444.7

Saskatchewan Exploration and Development Highlights – 2017
Compiled by staff of the Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy

This exploration has been driven by companies such as Purepoint, AREVA, UEX, Fission, and
NexGen. All of these companies remain in the exploration phase. However, companies such as
NexGen are moving ahead into advanced stages and are looking to move forward to design and
construction.

New Uranium Since 2008
M Lbs
500.0
400.0
300.0
200.0
100.0
0.0
West Total

East Total

Total

Saskatchewan Exploration and Development Highlights – 2017
Compiled by staff of the Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy

 75% of new uranium in Saskatchewan has been found north of La Loche in the
Patterson Lake region
 Two of the three large contiguous players (Fission and NexGen) are located on the
west side
 La Loche is well positioned to supply goods, services, and labour to new mineral
developments
The west side of the Athabasca Basin is yielding both large volumes of new uranium
discoveries as well as large contiguous single finds. It is important that the discoveries are
contiguous as this makes them much more economical in terms of recovery. The recent
history supports the notion that the next uranium mine in Saskatchewan will be located
north of La Loche.
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3.1.3 – Potential for Uranium Extraction
Uranium Demand
Uranium prices are at a low point in the commodity cycle. Uranium producers in the
province, such as Cameco, have cut production and issued lay-offs. An extended run of low
prices has led to diminished returns on operations. The following graph demonstrates
uranium prices over the past 15 years.

15-year Uranium Monthly Price
USD/lb

Source: NYMEX – Uranium, u3o8 restricted price, Nuexco exchange spot, US Dollars per
Pound IndexMundi

However, both Cameco and other industry observers feel that prices will rebound in the
near term. Some of the reasons behind this optimism are as follows:
 Currently, 59 nuclear reactors are under construction in 14 countries (over 10%
growth).
 Expansion is primarily occurring in China (21), Russia (7), India (5), the USA (4), and UAE
(4).
 According to the World Nuclear Association there are a total of 164 reactors that are
either on order or planned.
 A further 350 reactors currently proposed to be built in the coming years.
 China continues to be a leader in this growth story as they intend to triple their nuclear
energy output over the next 10 years.
 Uranium prices are at a low point in the commodity cycle, however, they appear poised
to make a resurgence.
 This would be an optimal time for investment as the project would not have to
compete with any other projects in the north.
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3.2 – Manufacturing and Metal Fabrication
The north has a number of disadvantages as a location for manufacturing activity. Two key
challenges are distance from markets and high energy costs.
Further growth in the region’s manufacturing sector is unlikely. However, improvements to
the region’s transportation sector (such as an all-season road link to Fort McMurray) and
lower energy costs could result in opportunities to develop a manufacturing sector.
Demand for metal fabrication in the region would likely be driven by the mineral sector.
CRDN owns a metal fabrication company (RobWel Construction). With improvements to
the infrastructure and a major mine facility in the region, La Loche could grow metal
fabrication sector.

3.3 – Tourism Sector
Limited Existing Tourism Industry or Infrastructure – Tourism is a major industry sector for
the north, but not in the La Loche region. It is estimated to be the north’s third largest
employer at just over 1,000 employees and capturing $53 million in annual travel
expenditure. As a tourism “brand” the north is a travel destination for outdoor adventure
travel. It is home to world-class lodges that specialize in outdoor adventure products that
attract international travellers from the U.S.
Given La Loche’s current product base and transportation access to major markets, there
are significant challenges in terms of developing a tourism-based economy in the region.
The highway is not a thoroughfare, there are no developed attractions in the region, and
hotel and restaurant amenities are not available locally. The region only contains one
provincial park, which has very limited visitation. The outfitting industry in the region is
small and under developed.
The Major Regional Tourism Opportunities Revolve Around an All-Season Road to Fort
McMurray – The development of an all-season road linking La Loche to Fort McMurray and
the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo could have a significant impact on the
development of a tourism industry. Provincial parks located close to the Alberta border
such as Meadow Lake Provincial Park and Cypress Hills Provincial Park have seen growing
visitation from Alberta as Albertans increasingly seek the natural tourism products offered
in Saskatchewan.
The development of an all-season road link between Fort McMurray and La Loche would
create a real development opportunity for cottage and recreation property development.
In anticipation of this road link, the Poplar Point resort development was established just
outside of Buffalo Narrows by Alberta developers. While the development has been mostly
dismantled, it is an indication of the level of investment that could be stimulated. The
original development had chalets and conference facilities, some log cabins and an RV Park.
There would be considerably more interest in building hotels, restaurants and service
stations in a northwestern tourism corridor if the La Loche-Fort McMurray road link were to
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be developed. La Loche would be well positioned as the first community that would be
encountered when travelling west.
Alberta Tourism Demand is High – The Meadow Lake Provincial Park provides the best
example of the impact of the Alberta recreation and tourism markets. During the early
1980s, the Meadow Lake Provincial Park was the fourth most visited provincial park behind
Moose Mountain, Duck Mountain and Echo Valley Provincial Parks. Today, Meadow Lake is
the most visited provincial park in the province with an excess of 350,000 annual visitors.
The increase in visitation is largely due to increased recreation and tourism demand
resulting from economic and population growth in central and northern Alberta.
Need for a Tourism Strategy – Tourism is not a passive industry, there would have to be a
concerted and strategic effort to develop and maintain a tourism economy. A tourism
strategy would be required to provide guidance for multiple phases of development and
looked at creating several revenues streams. Currently, the Northwest Communities Wood
Products Ltd. and the Westside Economic Development and Investment Attraction Group is
considering a plan to create a Regional Tourism Plan for the entire Westside and the
Highway #155/955 Corridor. However, the plan would change significantly with the
completion of a road to Fort McMurray shifting more of the focus towards the La Loche
region.

3.4 – Energy Production
A key challenge for residents and businesses in La Loche is power. The region is subject to
blackouts and rolling brownouts frequently. This poses issues around competitiveness, and
safety. The development of a power facility also poses an opportunity in terms of job creation
and improved infrastructure.
SaskPower has recently shelved plans for a northern power facility, indicating the regional
power challenges will be present for some time. To this end, a series of power generation
alternatives were explored. Clean technologies that could be applied in La Loche included:
 Run of the river hydro-electricity
 Geothermal energy
 Bio-mass
 Landfill methane recovery
 Solar and wind production
Bio mass energy generation proved to be the most applicable technology. There is a new form
of biomass energy generation that can utilize several feedstocks. These include municipal
waste, wood residue, wildfire residue, and other waste products. There is an opportunity to
pilot a project that would utilize regional waste to generate power.
Biomass and Achieving Community Objectives – Meeting the needs of local energy
development, creating local employment and meeting the needs of emergency power
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requirements. Specifically:
 Waste Diversion and Feedstock – The biofuel project would utilize municipal waste,
diverting waste from landfill, community operations, and any waste from logging operations
in the region. As well, an additional fuel source would be wood from fire areas, common in
the region, and any logging operations. In the future, wood killed by pine beetle infestation
(currently in Alberta, but unlikely to be stopped there) could be utilized with significant
environmental benefits.
 Possible Fuel Generation – Advanced materials in the conversion system allowing very high
temperature operation and clean syn-gas production. Examine potential for use of resource
materials for fuel additive production.
 Local Energy Production – Efficient production of electricity for community use. Circular
economy, local materials used with local labour, clearing burned areas for better regrowth
of new forest.
 Greenhouse Gas Reductions – Reduce greenhouse gas emissions with the use of renewable
energy in the region.
Possible Provincial Support – There is provincial support for the advancement of landfill
improvements. The La Loche response committee has been looking specifically at possible
landfill improvements in the region. As well, Premier Moe has made this a priority issue as he
transitions into the role as Premier. The full details of the project are in the strategic plan
section.

3.5 – Food Production for Northern Climates
Northern Saskatchewan is plagued by high food prices, particularly for fresh produce. There are
several options for food production in northern climates. These can range from traditional
greenhouses, vertical growing, to integrated plant and fish systems.
Non-Heated Traditional Greenhouse – A traditional greenhouse-style operation can hasten
food production and extend the growing season. Ile a la Crosse has had great success with food
production in that community. The advantage of a traditional greenhouse is that it requires no
energy and has a limited start-up budget.
Vertical Farming System – Vertical farming solutions have been growing in popularity because
of their ability to provide high volume food production in small footprints. Vertical farming is
the practice of producing food in vertically stacked layers, vertically inclined surfaces and/or
integrated in other structures. The facilities utilize artificial control of light and environmental
control (humidity, temperature, gases). Vertical farms are similar to greenhouses in that they
can utilize natural light and augment it with artificial lighting.
Companies such as Inno-3B provide automated, scalable vertical automated growing systems
suited for any climate that will you grow organic produce, berries and herbs locally, in an
environmentally friendly and cost-effective way. However, they are heavily reliant on electrical
power. The cost for a typical system would be in the $75,000 to $100,000 range and would
produce leafy greens year round (spinach, lettuce, kale, sprouts etc.). The process would
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require a staff of two to three people to operate.
Nutraponics – Nutraponics is a far more cutting edge, but less proven food and fish growing
system. Nutraponics is a self-contained aquaponics unit that raise fish and vegetables using the
same water. The system combines aquaculture and hydroponics for rapid food production.
The self-contained units could be installed in remote northern communities, however, the
biggest challenge is the cost of energy. There are scalable versions of the system that could be
utilized. However, the system is relatively new and has a high energy demand.

3.6 – Commercial Fishing
Given the addition of the new Ile-A-La-Crosse new fish processing plant there is additional
demand for fish product in the region. The new fish plant will require a doubling of regional
fish production to run at full capacity. There is also discussion around a processing facility in
the province which would again drive up demand.
Given the increased demand for commercial fishing product, is there an opportunity for the La
Loche region to increase production. A fish collection and sorting depot could be established in
La Loche. This would drive local demand and make transportation more cost effective.
Given the downturn in demand for fish over the past ten years, commercial fishing in La Loche
has declined. This means that the skills required to fish commercially have not been passed
down to new generations. There would need to be a training effort made to ramp up the
number of fishers in the region to truly take advantage of the increase regional demand.

3.7 – Forestry
La Loche is located within the commercial forest. However, the trees in the region are small
and not as commercially viable as southern trees. The following maps shows La Loche at the
northern end of the commercial forest.
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The forestry sector is facing a number of challenges at the moment. As such, the industry is
only taking less than half the allowable annual cut (AAC). The following table shows the
Saskatchewan’s annual allowable cut, and the actual harvesting that takes place.
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Given the state of the industry, there are not a great number of opportunities in the sector.
Any opportunities identified would have to be niche in nature and require smaller trees.

elopment Workshop
Non-Timber Forest Products
The non-timber sector in the La Loche region consists principally of harvesting wild mushrooms
with some wild rice harvesting. Permits are issued for the harvesting of non-timber forest
products (mushrooms, berries and other), primarily for all of Northern Saskatchewan.
Typically non-timber products have included sarsaparilla, hornwort, blueberry, birch sap and
mushrooms with the most dominant being mushrooms. Most of the products are edible food
products, although some have been in the categories of health and personal care, decorative
and aesthetic, horticulture and energy. This is a niche industry, but has shown potential.
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4.0 Economic Development Workshop
4.1 – Strategic Development Plan
An economic development workshop was held with the residents and leadership of La Loche.
The workshop had two components, first: an overview of the regions sectors and economic
opportunities, and a discussion was held regarding community support for various initiatives.
The following is an overview of the outcomes from the session.
Garson Lake Road – On a scale of one to ten, do you feel a road from La Loche
would have a positive or negative impact on the community?
Average
7.5
Rating
Positive  Job creation
Impacts  Economic expansion
 Access to international air travel at Fort McMurray
 Shortened driving time to Fort McMurray
 Less dangerous travel routes
 Tourism opportunities
 Educational opportunities – training in Fort McMurray
Negative  Language and Culture – La Loche has a strong Métis and Dené
Impacts
culture. The opening of the road could negatively impact culture as
the community is exposed to more visitors and traffic. La Loche is
the largest Dené speaking community in the world. Protections
would have to be in place to ensure language and culture are
retained for both the Métis and the Dené people.
 Retaining a pristine environment – Additional tourism would come
with negative environmental impacts. Controls (Conservation
officers, community bylaw maintenance) would have to be in place
to ensure that additional visitors do not erode the environment.
Do you feel that the La Loche workforce and business community would engage
in a broad tourism strategy that involved enhanced hospitality, services, and
retail offerings?
Average Rating
7.5
Positive Impacts
Job creation
Negative Impacts
Culture and language protection
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Uranium Mining – the provision of goods, services, and employees
Average Rating
9.5
Positive Impacts
 Job creation
 Contract opportunities
 Training opportunities
 Infrastructure improvements
Negative Impacts  Missing out on economic opportunities presented
 Lack of clear timelines for development
Power Generation – Community operated Biofuel or Hydro Electrical Generation
Average Rating
9
Positive Impacts
 Chance to use forest fire residue
 Local job creation
 Steady power supply
Negative Impacts  Transportation costs of residue may be too high
 SaskPower uses MERX to contract out jobs which limits
opportunities for local residents.
Forestry – Milling or Harvesting
5.5
Average Rating
Positive Impacts
 Job Creation
Negative Impacts  Challenging given the regional forest comprised of smaller
timber relative to the south.
 They had a sawmill in the past, however, the size of the lumber
was a problem
Commercial Fishing
7
Average Rating
Positive Impacts
 The new fish plant at Ile a la Crosse will create a demand for
more fish regionally
 There are not many fishers left, and they have a difficult time
finding skilled help.
Negative Impacts  The lack of a vibrant fish industry has meant that people have
moved from the industry.
 There are not many fishers left, and they have a difficult time
finding skilled help.
 Some of the lakes were fished out in the 1960s. This is a
concern still.
 Winter fishing is challenging so the harvest will suffer.
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Strengthening the Business Community
9
Average Rating
Positive Impacts
 A Development Corporation is a critical step.
 Mining sector looking for a solid inventory of the local
businesses and their capacity to supply goods and services.
 Skills training in business would be beneficial – this is a good
time to offer such training as more opportunities start to
present themselves around mining.
Negative Impacts
Food Production – Technology-based Production for Local Consumption
7.5
Average Rating
Positive Impacts
 Holds promise for both local consumption as well as exports
 Meadow Lake and Buffalo Narrows have had success with
production and marketing it. It is a good fit with healthy
eating programs in schools.
 High value crops such as blueberries, cranberries with regional
markets existing.
 Mushroom picking after fires is also a possibility.
Negative Impacts Technology can be expensive.
Other Economic Opportunities
 Bank
 Theatre
 Regional Land Use planning – address the land freeze
 Landfill – Mines have great expenses hauling waste to southern locations. They
would pay to have a local landfill they could utilize.
 Recycling Depot – both for industrial and commercial goods. Waste from mineral
exploration can have high resale values.
 Airport improvements – They could take over the airport with the intention of
making improvements and generating a revenue stream.
 Cellular service
 Bridge over Clearwater River and Buffalo Narrows
 Forming stronger alliances
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5.0 Strategic Economic Initiatives
Based on the feedback from stakeholders and the community workshop, the research, and
interviews, the following strategic plan has been developed to move the identified projects
forward.
The community is currently faced with a lack of economic opportunity. The region is
marked by high unemployment (21%) and low labour force participation rates (28%). As
said previously, the reality is that only 500 people are working out of a workforce of 2,300
people, because there are only 500 jobs in the community. Re-training, programming,
counselling will not be impactful until there are more economic opportunities.
Moreover, the lack of economic opportunity diminishes interest in training and education
as there is little in the way of employment opportunities, trained or not. This is a real
challenge as most jobs or job training requires some basic level of literacy. As the economy
grows, training and education investments will have to be made to address these
challenges.
There are two types of economic development projects proposed for La Loche and CRDN.
There are improvements to the regional economy that can be made to increase economic
activity. However, these changes would not bring about the type of shift required to bring
the community to dramatically increase the 28% labour force participation rate, but would
improve the economy. The second type of economic development stimuli are the
transformative events. These events would create the level of activity that could bring
economic activity in line with the needs of the community. The following outline those
projects.
 Improving the Existing Economy – There are some opportunities to improve outcomes in
the existing economy. Reducing the number of things that are imported into the
community and replacing them with goods or services that are provided by the
community is the key way to do this. Energy production, waste management, food
systems, hotel development, commercial fishing, servicing mineral exploration, and
other opportunities maximize returns based on the existing economy.
 Transformative Economic Events – Growing the regional economy involves projects that
will transform the regional economy and create new opportunities. A new mine in the
region or completion of the Garson Lake Road are the opportunities that would create a
significant shift in the local economy and create local business and employment
opportunities.
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6.0 Optimizing the Existing Economy
6.1 – Energy Generation and Waste Management
As part of this economic development strategy several possible energy generation sources
were reviewed (hydro, geothermal, bio-mass, landfill methane recovery, solar, and wind).
Bio mass energy generation proved to be the most applicable technology. As such, possible
partner delivery organizations were sought out. The following is an outline of a possible
regional use of biomass energy creation.
The recommended project is an integrated landfill and biomass energy facility project. The
biomass facility would run based on a number of feedstocks including municipal waste,
forest fire residue, brush, mine waste, non-commercial trees and any other regional
biomass sources. The landfill would be upgraded to facilitate the level of waste
management needed to maintain an adequate level of feedstock.

New Technology
Prairie Biogas has developed a new waste to energy biofuel process. The improvement in
this bioenergy technology is the wide variety of feedstocks that could be utilized. The
feedstocks could include municipal waste, forest fire residue, brush and small trees, wood
residues, and mine waste. Traditional bio mass projects are challenged by finding
appropriate levels of feedstock, however, the variety of possible feedstocks for this project
would make the project much more viable as the facility can draw from several sources.
The company has been in discussions with several communities with regards to starting a
pilot project to implement a full scale test of the technology. While they are in discussions
with several communities, La Loche would be the most appropriate location for several
reasons;
 Distance to energy source
 Challenges with existing energy supply
 Need for economic activity
 Supply of municipal and forestry related waste
 Regional mining activity and mining waste
Currently there is a federal fund that could move the project forward. The Federal Clean
Tech Program is in the early stages requesting letters of intent from interested parties. See
the next section for details. A successful application to this program would make this
project much more feasible.
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Achieving Community Objectives
This project would meet several needs of the community including local energy
development, creating local employment, and meeting the needs of emergency power
requirements. Specifically:
 Waste Diversion and Feedstock – The biofuel project would utilize municipal waste
diverting waste from landfill, community operations, and any waste from logging
operations in the region. As well, an additional fuel source would be wood from fire
areas, common in the region, and any logging operations. In the future, wood killed by
pine beetle infestation (currently in Alberta, but unlikely to be stopped there) could be
utilized with significant environmental benefits.
 Local Energy Production – efficient production of electricity for community use. Circular
economy, local materials used with local labour, clearing burned areas for better
regrowth of new forest.
 Greenhouse Gas Reductions – reduce greenhouse gas emissions with the use of
renewable energy in the region.

Technology Overview
Methodology – Project will evaluate and construct a first of a kind waste to energy system
involving a novel pyrolysis process combined with a simplified micro-grid system to allow
continuation of essential services in grid failure.
Innovativeness – The use of novel technology for conversion of renewable forms of
material to electricity and, potentially, to liquid transportation fuels. This will be primarily
for electricity with a secondary use as an emergency power supply in a remote area where
power supply is intermittent.
Future Potential – The technology has potential for small scale generation in remote areas
and dealing with waste (forest, agriculture, municipal, and industrial waste). The
technology is also highly scalable and could be expanded based on the feedstocks found in
the region.
Environmental Potential – Global climate change benefits, clean-up of forest damage,
reuse of waste and avoidance of leaching, methane production, and potential disease
vector breeding grounds.
Economic/Social Impact – The project will support job creation (estimated 15-20 jobs) in a
region that has high unemployment. As well, the project will address emergency energy
supply needs and provide a more reliable infrastructure. The testing of micro-grid
applications will also support community development. The construction and operation of
the facility will attract funding and business tourism (people coming for firsthand
observation of the technology in action) as the project is operating.
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Federal Clean Tech Program – Letter of Intent
The federal government has introduced the Clean Growth Program (CGP), which provides
$155 million for clean technology R&D and demonstration projects in Canada’s energy,
mining and forestry sectors.
This program covers five areas focused on pressing environmental challenges and economic
opportunities facing Canada’s natural resource operations:






Reducing greenhouse gas and air-polluting emissions
Minimizing landscape disturbances and improving waste management
The production and use of advanced materials and bio-products
Efficient energy use and productivity
Reducing water use and impacts on aquatic ecosystems.

The project proposed here would meet four of the five areas targeted by the program,
making it an excellent candidate for funding. The deadline for letters of intent is February
28th, 2018.
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Critical Path
The following is an outline of the critical steps to move this project forward.
 Meet with representatives of Clearwater River Dené Nation (CRDN) and La Loche to
create a better understanding of the project and the timelines.
 Obtain commitments from community and technology organizations including, but not
limited to: Clearwater River Dené Nation, La Loche, Prairie Biogas, University of Regina,
Saskatchewan Research Council, and any other necessary stakeholders.
 February 28, 2018 – Submit a letter of intent (LOI) to the Federal Clean Tech program.
 February 28, 2018 – Wait for reply – once received, a full proposal will have to be
developed. This will be developed primarily by the technology proponents.
 February 28, 2018 – March 31, 2018 – Ensure provincial stakeholders, who are
considering regional infrastructure investments into landfill operations, are made aware
of the project and adjust their timelines and investment plans in accordance.

Provincial Support – There is provincial support for the advancement of landfill
improvements. The La Loche response committee has been looking specifically at possible
landfill improvements in the region. As well, Premier Moe has made this a priority issue as
he transitions into the role as Premier. There may be an opportunity to gain notional
provincial support for the letter of intent to apply for Federal funding. While not required,
it could greatly strengthen the letter of intent and indicate a level of advanced cooperation.

6.2 – Tourism Service Developments
Given the location and the traffic counts there are limited options for engagement in the
existing tourism economy. The two areas in which the area is underserved is around
accommodations and food services. While the community has some food services options,
there is room in the market for additional food services options, particularly in the table
service market. There are no accommodations services in the community. Accommodation
services are a basic requirement to building a tourism economy. Given the distance to
other communities, there is functionally no tourism economy without accommodations.
It is recommended that a proponent (the newly formed development corporation or some
other entity) engage in a hotel development. Based on an analysis of regional tourist
visitation there is a business case for a 30-room hotel/motel at La Loche. The development
of a hotel would drive demand for additional food services which could form the second
phase of the development.
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6.2.1 – Business Case
The following represents typical hotel budget projections, adjusted for the La Loche region.

Demand and Revenue Analysis
Based on regional visitation, demand, and room rate pricing the following is the projected
demand and hotel room rates that could be charged. Much of the visitation to the north is
employment based. That is why occupancy is higher early in the week. Once established, it
is expected that the summer tourism market would increase occupancy on the weekends.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday
Tuesday

20

20

13.5

13.5

10

10

10

Wednesday
Thursday

$135

$135

$135

$135

$135

$135

$135

$2,700

$2,700

$1,823

$1,823

$1,350

$1,350

$1,350

Weekly
Revenues

Annual
Revenues

$13,095

$680,940

Capital Costs
A hotel development in the La Loche area would cost an average of $60,000 per door. The
demand analysis has shown that La Loche could support a 30 room hotel room. The total
capital cost would be $1.8M. The second phase of restaurant development would likely
cost $500,000 (40 seat restaurant with HVAC and kitchen), but would have to be
recalculated at the time of development.
For the hotel alone, the capital cost would be $1.8M. If the entire amount were financed at
4% the monthly financing costs would be $9,468 or $113,616 annually.

Expenses and Cash flow
The following outlines the total expenses compared with the projected revenues. There
would be a positive cash flow based on the analysis. This would be a good opportunity for a
private sector developer or the newly formed La Loche development corporation.
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Total Expenses compared with Projected Revenues
Labour

Labour (manager, cleaner (2), maintenance, front desk)

$ 215,000

Utilities (water and electricity)

$ 18,000

Utilities (Heat)

$ 36,000

Supplies

$ 6,000

Phone/Internet

$ 18,000

Administrative Overhead

$ 12,000

Insurance

$ 12,500

Bookkeeping

$ 6,000

Property Tax

$ 4,000

Advertising

$ 6,000

Reserves for Replacement Allowance

$ 36,000

Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment

$ 24,000

Financing

$ 113,616

Total Expenses

$ 507,116

Total Revenues

$ 680,940

Projected Earnings Before Taxes

$ 173,824
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6.3 – Food Production
6.3.1 – Business Case
6.3.1.1 – Greenhouse/Aquaponics Facility
The main expenses of a greenhouse or aquaponics facility are heat and power. With a
waste to energy pilot project there is some level of waste heat capturing that occurs. This
waste heat could be utilized to create a highly cost effective greenhouse or aquaponics
project. As part of the waste to energy pilot project a greenhouse project would be
considered.
There are currently commercially available aquaponics systems. There are also trial
systems that are being tested in Alberta. Combining aquaponics with a waste to energy
system would create a highly synergistic complex with multiple revenue streams.
Optimally, a food production facility would be undertaken alongside the waste to energy
project to take advantage of waste heat. A challenge to northern greenhouse operations is
the cost to heat them. Co-developing a greenhouse type facility along with a waste to
energy power plant would take advantage of waste heat from the process.
Centre of Northern Excellence - If La Loche were to take on these integrated technology
projects that address northern climate and economic challenges, the community could
position itself as a centre of northern best practices for solutions to food, energy, and
employment challenges in northern climates.
6.3.1.2 – Fish Collection Depot
A fish collection depot would create few direct jobs, however, it could spur activity in the
sector. A full survey of active fishers in the region would have to be undertaken to determine
the size and scope of the facility.

6.4 – Natural Gas Access
A major challenge for La Loche is the high expense of operations due to a lack of access to
natural gas. This is a hindrance to the business case for a great number of potential
business operations.
Reviewing the business case for accessing SaskEnergy’s natural gas grid in Saskatchewan
revealed that the 350 km distance would make any such access uneconomical. However,
the Alberta natural gas pipeline grid terminates near Garson Lake, 75 km from La Loche as
seen in the map below.
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Given the short distance, the population of La Loche, and the possibility of servicing the
mineral sector the business case for development becomes much stronger. The cost of
propane, a major source of current heating in the community, is low at the moment.
However, if the cost of propane were to rise it could create significant financial challenges
for the community.
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6.5 – Cannabis Production
Overview – The legalization of recreational cannabis will lead to the creation of a new
multi-billion dollar industry overnight, a highly irregular event in modern economic history.
There will be opportunities for both private and public sector entities to create employment
and revenue.
The legalization of recreational marijuana use will create a significant demand for licensed
cannabis production. Licensed production is the jurisdiction of the Federal Government,
through Health Canada. The following is an overview of the key elements of the process to
attain licenced producer status.
To attain licensed cannabis status an application must be made to Health Canada –
Effective May 25, 2017, the application process for becoming a licensed producer of
cannabis for medical purposes was as follows:







Intake and Initial Screening
Detailed Review and Initiation of Security Clearance Process
Issuance of Licence to Produce
Introductory Inspection (as cultivation begins)
Pre-Sales Inspection
Issuance of Licence to Sell

Getting licensed cannabis status is complex and will require expert advice – Of the 1,665
license applications that have been received, only 90 have been approved to date. The
following breaks down the status of all the licenses.






1,665 applications received
265 have been refused
428 applications are in progress
69 have been withdrawn
858 were incomplete and have been returned

There is not a cannabis production set-aside for First Nations at the moment, however
there are distinct advantages – First Nations will have specific tax and duty advantages that
other major operators will not. This is important as producers will be competing with major
corporations such as Canopy and Aurora who will be mass producing product for the
market. Tax advantages will level the playing field with the major producers.
There is pressure on the Federal Government to set aside production quotas from First
Nations, but nothing has been announced. Additional advantages for First Nations could be
announced in the future.
While not announced yet, it is likely that producers will be selling to a distribution
company, similar to the role that SLGA plays now for liquor – Dispensaries will likely be
forced to purchase from private wholesale distributors who will purchase and test product
from the licensed producers. All producers will likely have to use this form of distribution.
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Licensed production ramping up to address projected shortage, many more licenses must
be awarded in the near term to meet demand – As part of the legalization of cannabis
sales, there will be a significant increase in the demand for production. To that end the
Federal government has been working, through Health Canada, to license producers. The
majority of thought is that there will be a significant amalgamation of these licensed
producers down to two or three major producers.
Economic benefits will include direct and indirect employment as well as profits that
could be invested in other economic development strategies – The production facility
would create between 25 and 30 direct jobs as well as other spin-off jobs in the community.
As well, the revenue stream could be used to invest in other community or economic
development projects. Ongoing revenue would provide the community with the economic
power to take advantage of future opportunities.
Security is manageable – depending on the type of operation, the building will likely be
impenetrable from the outside. The styles of grow operations that have been reviewed
have a very high degree of security. Security is an employment generator itself as the
grounds must be monitored inside and out at all times.
The path forward to obtaining a production license will require partnerships – Obtaining a
cannabis producer license will require partnerships because of the different types of
expertise required. Obtaining licensed cannabis producer status will require:





Support in the initial Health Canada application process
Expertise in design/build of a production facility
Expertise in cannabis production, storage, and processing
Support to comply with Health Canada regulations to meet final inspection for obtaining
Cannabis producer license
 Expertise in operations and distribution
If possible partnerships should include support in all areas rather than seeking out several
partners – While several partners could be sought out to support each stage of the process
of obtaining a license, given the challenges around timing it would be beneficial to find a
single partner to work with through the entire process. For instance RavenQuest Biomed
Inc. offers “turnkey Cannabis industry solutions for Indigenous Peoples and other
clients. Through our environmentally sustainable production model and end-to-end
solutions, we intend to emerge as the trusted provider”. The company has also entered
into an agreement with Fort McMurray #468 First Nation to provide management and
consultancy services for application development, design/build, and strategic planning.
RavenQuest offers a support from concept to completion, however, other companies may
offer similar packages. Consideration should be given to any company offering a complete
partnership package (application expertise, financing, design/build expertise, production
expertise). The more options considered the more confidence will be felt in the ultimate
decision.
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6.6 – Cannabis Dispensary Opportunity
La Loche is the only community eligible for a dispensary in the region - The Saskatchewan
Government has announced that the Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority (SLGA)
will issue 60 retail permits to private stores located in roughly 40 municipalities and First
Nations across the province. La Loche is one of the communities that has been considered
under this allocation of 60 licenses. Additional licenses will be issued as needed.
There are two phases in the attainment of one of the 60 licenses to dispense cannabis in
the selected communities. The first phase is eligibility and the second is a lottery.
The first phase is a three-step process to qualify for eligibility. This includes:
 A financial capacity assessment – will likely include a need for a business plan and capital
costs assessment.
 Possession and understanding of an inventory control system – every sale must be
automatically accounted for in the inventory and balanced regularly to ensure no
product leaves the legal system. There are off the shelf models that can be utilized.
 A good character test – based on previous good character provisions released by SLGA
this will include criminal and financial history checks including tax compliance and
bankruptcy as well as a criminal background check.
The second phase is a lottery with all of the success applications from phase one Providing proper details around these three areas will qualify proponents for the lottery in
the community in which you have applied. Once the above criteria are met, a third party
will choose candidates from the pool of applicants. If there is only one application in La
Loche, and that application meets the above criteria, it will have a high likelihood of
success.

6.6.1 – Potential Impacts
There has been a significant debate with regards to the pros and cons of recreational
cannabis legalization. Control of the quality of the product and eradicating black market
activity are some of the advantages while introducing another potentially addictive
substance to the broader public is seen as a negative.
Marijuana will be legal in Canada, and La Loche residents will have access to legal
marijuana regardless if there is a dispensary in La Loche – La Loche residents will have
access to legal mail order or black market marijuana, even without a dispensary.
Realistically, there are very few barriers to La Loche residents purchasing cannabis products
even now. Canada has the benefit of data from other jurisdictions that have legalized
cannabis that has indicated that consumption levels rise only modestly. If La Loche does
not have a dispensary, another community in the region will likely pursue a license.
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A dispensary will create direct and indirect local employment – The dispensary will require
between 10 and 15 employees. Creation of 10 to 15 new jobs in the community will have a
substantial impact for La Loche growing the workforce by 3.6%.
A dispensary will ensure the community has access to pure recreational and medical
cannabis – a challenge with cannabis has long been the lacing of the drug with other more
addictive and harmful chemicals. This would eliminate this challenge.
Opportunity to tie sales revenues to addressing addictions issues – sales could be used to
fund and support addictions issues in the community.

6.6.2 – Regional Demand
Several estimates have been made with respect to per capita consumption of recreational
marijuana. The following uses two of the most broadly supported estimates. The total
projected dispensary sales in community would be $2.0M annually.
Projected Dispensary Sales
La Loche Region
CIBC World Markets

$275.56

3,200

$881,786

Deloite

$606.23

3,200

$1,939,928

Average Demand

$440.89

3,200

$1,410,857

Regional Demand

$220.45

2,500

$551,116

Total Demand

$1,961,973

6.6.3 – Estimated Timing
There is a need to have the licenses in place one to two months ahead of the July 1
deadline. To give companies two months to prepare for sales, the licenses would need to
be awarded by June 1st. This means that applications will have to be in weeks prior to that
date. So things will move very quickly once announced.
While this could vary dramatically, based on what is known, the timing is likely to be as
follows:
 RFP Release Date – March, 2018
 Proposal Due – April, 2018
 Award of Licenses – June, 2018
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7.0 Transformative Economic Events
The above initiatives would serve to optimize the existing economy. However, they would
not create the level of economic activity to generate employment levels nearing a typical
level. To attain the levels of labour force participation to have a healthy community would
require a significant change. The two changes that could occur to provide this type of shift
would be the completion of the road to Fort McMurray and the development of a mine
north of the community.
To provide an idea of the level of growth that could be realized over the long term if these
two developments occurred, the following table compares the La Loche and La Ronge
labour forces. Based on the experience of La Ronge it could reasonably be expected that
the labour force size would double in size over the long term.

Economic Overview – La Loche Vs La Ronge
2016 Employment Levels
Total - Population aged 15 years and over by Labour force status
In the labour force
Employed
Participation rate
Employment rate
Unemployment rate

La Ronge
Town

La Loche/
CRDN

1,940
1,395
1,295
71.9%
66.8%
7.2%

2,305
635
490
27.5%
21.3%
22.8%

7.1 – Fort McMurray Highway Connection – Garson Lake Road
The completion of the Garson Lake Highway would help La Loche realize several economic
development goals. This would include economic opportunities around:







Leisure tourism
Business travel
Industrial and contract opportunities
Diversification of the labour force opportunities
Increased business opportunities
Transportation industry development opportunities
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Collaborative Approach
To put pressure on provincial and federal stakeholders La Loche and CRDN must form a regional
committee to pursue the project. A regionally collaborative approach to developing the
highway will greatly strengthen communications with the provincial and federal governments.
The communities of Buffalo Narrows, Ile-a-la Crosse, Pinehouse, Beauval and Green Lake all
stand to benefit substantially from such a project. As does future mineral projects who would
benefit from improved access to goods and services. Companies such as NexGen and Fission
could play a role in supporting the project by indicating the economic advantages for their
respective companies.
There is an initiative being supported by the provincial government to formulate a Northwest
Regional Leadership Alliance that would speak with one common voice for the Region. This is
the type of project that would be a good fit with that mandate.

Government Relations and Support
It must be clearly articulated that the region is in support of this project and the advantages
that would be expected. Historically there has been support from both Saskatchewan and
Alberta to get this project accomplished. However, funding this project has always been
shelved to the five- and ten-year planning cycles. Currently, there is federal funding to address
Canada’s trade corridors. “In addition to streamlining transportation along Canada's major
trade corridors, the Fund will look for ways to improve the flow of supplies to northern
communities”.3 There appears to be an opportunity for Alberta and Saskatchewan, with the
cooperation of northern communities, to access funding for transportation infrastructure.
It is challenging for a single community to attract the attention of government, however, a
committee that represents a regional approach is much more persuasive. A presentation by a
united region with regards to the advantages of such an investment would carry significant
weight.

Realizing Economic Opportunities
Further, there must be commitment to develop a strategy to maximize economic benefits and
minimize negative impacts. The opportunities that would be developed through the
development of the Garson Lake road would not be passive in nature. They would require an
active strategy that maximized tourism, industrial, and commercial opportunities. It would be
critical for funding partners to see this type of commitment to ensure the investment triggers
the level of economic activity intended.

3

Trade and Transportation Corridors Initiative (TTCI)
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7.2 – Mineral Extraction
While there is significant mineral exploration in the area, the exploration phase of the
mineral cycle does not typically create large economic spin-offs regionally. The larger
economic impacts come in the construction and operations phase of the cycle.
There is limited capacity for La Loche to impact the pace at which a mineral development
occurs. However, there are things that can be done to prepare for a major mine
development. Many of the major preparatory things have already been done. This
includes:





The development of a regional mineral servicing company (Big Bear Contracting)
A local construction company (Methy Construction)
Ownership of a mechanical fabricating company (Robwel)
Establishment of a local development corporation to facilitate new industrial
development

Additional and ongoing community initiatives to maximize capturing mineral sector
activity include:
Properly resourced development corporation - Having the right companies in place to
capture the economic spin-offs is essential. One of the most significant recent
achievements is the creation of a development corporation. This entity must have the
flexibility and financial capacity to raise the necessary funds to meet the needs of the
mineral sector as they arise. Having a well-resourced development corporation will create a
significant advantage in terms of capturing the regional economic spin-offs.
Improve education outcomes and literacy rates - A key challenge for labour force
participation is literacy. The vast majority of training and upskilling for specific jobs requires
basic literacy skills such as the completion of Grade 10. Continued programming around
literacy training and high school completion rates are essential to maximizing future
economic value from mine developments.
The increase in education rates will be an organic process that will go hand in hand with
economic and employment opportunity growth. Currently, there is little motivation for
people to complete education or training programs as employment prospects are low. As
employment opportunities grow, so too will demand for educational programs.
Surface Lease Agreement – The critical process to identifying and securing benefits from a new
mine development will be through the development of a Surface Lease Agreement. When a
mining company moves to the construction phase in the region, the Surface Lease Agreement
will be where the regional impacts and benefits are defined.
Moving through the process La Loche and CRDN must ensure that the community (and business
community) receives;

 Employment and job forecasting
 Business participation and opportunity forecasting
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This will allow for better planning to determine the assistance needed for education and
training. This will also give the appropriate lead time to develop the service providers and
contractors required to meet the needs of the mine.

The surface lease agreement will also include:





Employee on-site services, promoting a supportive workplace
Education promotion to encourage students to stay in school
Community vitality monitoring
Promotion of public involvement

There will be several opportunities to work with the mineral company to improve training and
education outcomes. However, the critical component is to identify the needs of the
community and how the programs can be of assistance prior to mine development.
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